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State Breeders

MITS

FUTURITY INCENTIVE

1. Have not shown, trained, or assisted in training a horse for payment in the last 5 calendar years.
2. Horse entered is currently owned by the contestant or owned by a family member of the contestant.

100% PAYBACK OF ADDED MONEY ($2000 MINIMUM) AND ENTRY FEES
ENTRIES DUE JUNE 15, 2019 - NO LATE ENTRIES

--------------- Phone: ----------------------- Email: ----------

Contestant Name:
Address:

Horses:

1. ______________ Sex --

$100

3. ______________ Sex --

$100

2. ______________ Sex --

$100

SUBMIT ENTRY AND REGISTRATION PAPERS WITH PAYMENT TO:
LI PRODUCTIONS, LLC. 550 MULESHOE ROAD BELLE FOURCHE, SD 57717

PLEASE THANK OUR SPONSORS
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A No Limits Champion Award will also be given to the high point horse of
the Dash and Dance, 5-State, Roper Rally, and Grid Iron futurities (count 3).
� Open to all competing futurity horses with NO LIMITS and NO ENTRY FEE!
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www.liproductions.us

lanaireland@hotmail.com

(605)431-9480

There will be a one-time annual fee of $100 per contestant. This allows for nomination of one horse. Each additional
horse will be an additional $100 for the year. Should a nominated horse become injured or sold, substitution of another
horse will be considered as long as it is also owned by the rider or an immediate family member.
Contestants do not need to be from the state of SD to enter, but the money will be paid out amongst SD futurities. The
number of included futurities will depend on the number of entries. In 2018 equal money will be distributed between
the 5-State Breeders Futurity, Dash and Dance Futurity, Roper Rally Futurity, and the Grid Iron Futurity.
100% of the contestant entry fee will be paid out along with 100% of the added money. Checks will be paid out by LI
Productions, LLC. The payout at each of the 4 futurities will be equal and will consist of at minimum $500 added money
and ¼ of the total contestant entry fees. The number of places paid will be determined by the number of total Some
Limits entries. The last hole will be paid to the first 2D time (i.e. if 5 places are paid, the 4 fastest times will be paid and
the 5th hole will be 1 second off the winning Some Limits time). If the 1D is not filled, the places will be paid
progressively with no 2D. Since the 5-State is a limited Futurity, times of the futurity horses in the Saturday night 5D will
be included. At the Grid Iron, the Open Futurity will determine placings. Other Futurity events not limited will also be
paid off of the placings in the Futurity entry. With the exception of the 5-State, you must enter the Futurity to be
eligible for money.
Awards will be given at each event. Year-end awards will be given based on high money earnings. The number of places
to be awarded will be determined based on the final number of final entries.
Guidelines to qualify for Some Limits Futurity Incentive are as follows:
1. Have not shown, trained, or assisted in training a horse for payment the past 5 calendar years.
2. Horse entered is currently owned by the contestant or owned by a family member of the contestant.

A
Champion will also be crowned from the above four futurities based on average points. Points will
be based on the placing of a horse. Due to the limitations of the 5-State Breeders Futurity, each horse will only be able
to count three of the four SD Futurities. The Grid Iron Open Futurity placings will be counted. There are NO LIMITS and
no entry fee – open to all horses entered in the 2018 Futurities!

